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ONE SOLUTION OF DC/DC CONVERTER WITH
ADAPTIVE FEEDBACK CONTROL

Miroslav Lazi�c

Abstract. The main disadvantages of converter with a digital PWM con-
troller are slower transient response and output voltage quantization error.
This paper deals with these problems and one solution of digital adaptive
feedback control is proposed.

The adaptive feedback control is based on the Digitally Controlled Con-
tinually Variable Slope Delta Modulation principle. The PWM duty cycle
change is proportional to the di�erence of two neighboring output voltage
samples. The value of the duty cycle change is proportional to the slope of
output voltage change. A step of duty cycle change is digitally controlled by
4 bit algorithm, so each step has one of 16 discrete values.

In this paper the comparative analyses of classic PWM converter and
digital converter with uniform quantization, is described. Both converters
operate at the same switching frequency and have the same loop bandwidth.
A new approach of the adaptive drive signals generation is suggested with
algorithm for declination of disadvantages of digital converter with uniform
quantization. This type of converter is called Digital Converter with Adaptive
Feedback Control.

1. Introduction

The digital converters are switch mode power supplies with digitally
generated Pulse Width Modulation signal. So far, there are only some spe-
ci�c solutions in power electronics, such as power supplies controlled by a
microcomputer. The main reasons for this are complex feedback control con-
�gurations, slower transient response and output voltage quantization error.
Some converter con�gurations such as power supplies, which are made as a
combination of more basic converter topologies or soft switching converter,
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have more switching elements. The turn-on and turn-o� times of power
switch are dependent on each other. It means that the operating frequency
of these switches is equal, but phase and duration are di�erent. In these cases
a classical solution for generating PWM signal is di�cult to apply. The dig-
ital generation of a PWM signal is the logical solution. In this method all
signal are generated from the same clock frequency and phase shift.

PWM signal is simple one to be realized with digital circuit. If some
of FPGA circuits are used, then it is possible to apply one digital control
con�guration for many di�erent topologies of PWM converters.

This paper deals with one procedure for generating PWM signals for
power switches in the SMPS. The adaptive feedback control makes better
dynamic response of digital converter. The value of the duty cycle change is
proportional to the slope of output voltage change.

2. PWM Converter with Digital Feedback

The ratio between turn-on time of power switch and switching period
is named � factor. The � factor value depends only on the input voltage
change at converter without losses. It is possible to de�ne di�erence between
classical PWM converter and digital converter with this factor. The basic
di�erence between classical PWM converter and digital converter is show in
Figure 1.

a) b)

Fig. 1. Generating of PWM signal with classical and digital converter
a) � = f(Ui) with calassical PWM converter
b) � = f(Ui) with digital PWM converter

The minimal value of � factor (�min) is de�ned by the characteristics of
a power switch

�min �
tr + tf
T

(1)
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where tr is the rise time of power switches and tf is the fall time of power
switches.

On the other side, maximal � factor value (�max) is de�ned by con-
verter's topologies.

With a change of the � factor it is possible to establish any function
between input and output value only in range [�min, �max]. For example:
In the constant voltage source, with the change in � factor it possible to
eliminate variation due to the input voltage.

So, for a classic PWM converter, delta factor, �, takes any value be-
tween minimum (�min) and maximum (�max). The change of delta factor
in range [�min, �max] is continuous. In digital converter, the change of delta
factor is discontinuous. The total change of delta factor ��, depends on
the voltage failure ue, previous value of the PWM signal, feedback gain G,
cut-o� frequency ! and elementary growth of � factor @�

�� = f(ue; PWM;G;!; @�) (2)

Value of � factor can be one in the array �i 2 (1; 2; : : : ; n). The number
of discrete values of delta factor is de�ned by bit number, which is used for
output value measurement. Every value of � factor corresponds to one value
of discrete PWM signal. For example: If the output value is measured with
eight bits (n = 8) then exists 2n = 256 values for � factor. If @� has constant
value, then converter always has equal increase. That kind of converter is
re�ered to as converter with uniform change of delta factor.

Converters with uniform quantization are simple for realisation. At
Fig. 2 the speci�c output voltage waveform for the digital converter with
uniform change of delta factor, is given. In this case the digital converter
is without losses, with constant gain and is independent on frequency. At
�gure 2a is given the output voltage waveform at initial converter operation,
at �gure 2b step-load change recovery and at �gure 2c converter in steady
state operation. Disadvantages of this solution are large quatization error
Qe and slow step-load change recovery time ts. Quatization error depends
on bit number witch are used for measurement of output value. For example:
If eight bits (n = 8) are used for measurement of output voltage Uo (nominal
value of 10V), one elementary voltage quantum is

@u =
Uo
2n

=
10

256
= 0:039V (3)

This equation is valid only for converter without losses. In reality there
are losses in inductive components and switches, so this fact must be re-
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spected when this equality is used. If total power loss is 20 %, elementary
voltage increase will be

@u =
1:2Uo

2n
=

12

256
= 0:0469V (4)

This equation does not show the change of output voltage caused by
variations of the input voltage. The minimal @u is proportional to the change
of the input voltage. The nearest value of output voltage in the ideal case
is in the range of 10� 0:039 V . The increase of nominal value of the output
voltage causes proportional increse of the absolute value of quantization error
(quantization noise).

a) b)

c)

Fig. 2. Waveform of voltage in digital converter:
a) soft start, b) step-load change recovery,
c) steady state operation

The output voltage error �U , increases for amount @u in each period T .
Delta factor is changed for one elementary growth @�. If output voltage was
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decreased by �U , then it is necessary for �U=@u period to reach nominal
value of output voltage. The step-load change recovery time is given by

tS �
�U

@u
T (5)

It is obvious that the step-load change recovery time of digital converter
with uniform change of delta factor depends on value of the elementary
growth of delta factor @�. If decreasing of step-load change recovery time is
desirable, it is necessary to expand elementary growth of delta factor. On
the other hand this will cause proportional increasing of quantization noise.
The result of computer simulation for one digital converter with uniform
change of delta factor is given in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Step load response for digital converter with
uniform change of delta factor obtained by
PSPIC simulation

The waveform of voltage across the power switch and load voltage for
one digital converter with uniform change of delta factor is given in �gures
4a) and 4b), respectively. The converter is in use in the locomotive electrop-
neumatics brakes control. The technical charateristics of this converter are:
nominal value of input voltage Ui = 110 V, Uo: de�ned by an elektropneu-
matic brake force from 30 V to 120 V, Pmax: 500 W, fs: 20 kHz, n: 8 bits,
Qe:� 1 V. Topology is forward.
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The waveform voltage of power switch and load voltage for one classic
PWM converter with continual change of delta factor is given in �gures 5a)
and 5b), respectively.

The digital converter and classic PWM converter has the same elements
of power electronics circuits (forward topology) and diferent elements of
feedback control. The waveforms of power switch voltage before step load
are shown in �gures 4a) and 5a). The both waveforms are evidently identical
which is result of the same power circuit.

a) b)

Fig. 4. Voltage waveform of power switch and
load voltage for digital converter

a) b)

Fig. 5. Voltage waveform of power switch and
load voltage for PWM converter

The value of step load is increase from 10 % to 100 % of maximum out-
put power. In both cases the input voltages have equal values and are inde-
pendent from load. The results of measurements of three parameters (output
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voltage recovery time tS, output undervoltage UUV and output overvoltage
UOV ) are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

tS [ms] UOV UUV [V]

Digital converter
with uniform 70 3.5 3.5
change of � factor

Clasical PWM 7.5 0.5 1
convertor

The dynamic charateristic of digital converter with uniform change of
delta factor can be signi�cantly better if algorithm of operation is changed.
The relation between elementary growth @� and error voltage can be estab-
lished as

@� = f(ue) (6)

Hence, @� depends on value of the output voltage error. If the error is
greater, the elementary growth @� increase proportionaly. This converter is
called the digital converter with adaptive feedback control. Figure 6. shows
characterstic output voltage waveform of digital converter with adaptive
feedback control.

It can be seen that the step-load change recovery time and quantization
error are reduced. In this approach, the di�erence between reference value
and instantaneuous value of output voltage is measured. The sign of di�er-
ence causes increasing or decreasing of PWM signal for elementary growth
@�. Therefore, the absolute value of output voltage is not followed, but only
amount of voltage error. This approach is well known in telecommunications
as Delta Modulation. Basic rewards of Delta Modulation is simple realisa-
tion. If calculation of @� depends on amount of output error, such procedure
is called Adaptive Delta Modulation. Therefore, when output voltage error
is detected, the di�erence between reference and instantaneous value of out-
put voltage increases. The amount of elementary growth @�, is changed,
too. When the sign of di�erence between reference and instantaneous value
of output voltage was changed, then sign and amount of growth is changed,
too. Therefore, both, amount of output error and trend of @� change are
controlled.

Fig. 7 shows simpli�ed principal scheme of the Adaptive Delta Modu-
lator used in feedback of a digital converter.

Control electronic is composed of comparator which compares reference
and output voltage. Output of the comparator is set at logic "1" when the
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a) b)

c)

Fig. 6. Waveform of output voltage digital converter
with adaptive feedback control: a) soft start,
b) step-load change recovery, c) steady state operation.

output voltage is greater then the reference one. Contrary is set at logic "0".
Logic criteria is taken from the comparator output to the input of adder.
Criteria de�ned by sign of @� change in previous period ti�1, is taken to the
another input of adder

Sign@� = 1;8�t = �t�1 + @� (7)

Sign@� = 0;8�t
�

= �t�1 � @� (8)

It means that if � factor is increased in ti moment, with respect of �
factor in ti�1 moment, an adder input takes logic "1". If @� was decreased, an
adder input is at logic "0". If signals of di�erent logic level are taken as adder
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Fig. 7. Simpli�ed sheme of digital converter
with adaptive adjusment of @�

inputs then steady state is provided. It means that the one adder output
is generated logic "0". This signal provides changes of � factor for amount
of @� in opposite direction with respect of previous moment. Therefore,
if � factor was increased in ti�1 moment for @� and there is an increase
of output voltage for @u in ti moment, then � factor will be decreased in
ti+1 moment for amount of elementary growth @�. Hence, in steady state
conditions, output voltages varies between value Unominal � @u. But it is
important that when adaptive procedure is applied, equations (3) and (5)
are not valid. Growth @u produces maximum amount of enabled noise in
the output voltage. Logic "1" at adder output shows that error exists and
it should be removed. Change of � depends on a mount of error and length
of logic "1" row which appear on adder output. There is digital logic in
feedback, composed of memory unit which remembers sign of change @� in
some previous periods. The � factor change is accommodated to the length
of symbol row by same sign. This paper describe solution in which last four
bits are remembered

�� = f(Sign@�t�1;Sign@�t�2;Sign@�t�3;Sign@�t�4) (9)

Function f(Sign@�t�i) is chosen so that good dynamic response of con-
verter is obtained. Figure 8 shows di�erent output voltage waveforms of the
digital converter for di�erent values of function f(Sign@�t�i).
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Fig. 8. Step recovery response of digital converter for
diferent shapes of function @� = f(ue)

Figure 8a shows output voltage waveform when overcompensated digital
feedback was applied. It can be seen that slope of �-factor change function
is too large. It means that rise time is short and step of change of �-factor
is large. Output voltage has reached reference voltage for short time, but
both exeeding Uov, and damping time tr exist. Otherwise, there is under-
compested feedback (�gure 8c). In this case rise time of output voltage is
large. The main disadvantage of this solution is poor step load change re-
covery response. Beetwen this two bad cases, there are number of "good"
solutions. By changing the parameters of function (given by equations 9),
feedback parametars of digital power supplies could be optimized. Figure 8
shows idealized output voltage waveforms. In this idealized case bandwidth
of feedback loop is wide. Response depends on other parameters of feedback
(ampli�cation, cut-o� frequency, damping factor). However, procedure for
optimization is the same for both, idealized and real con�guration.

Practical solution of the previously described procedure is simple. Last
four bits are stored in a shift register and form address for lookup table.
The content of that memory is programmed algorithm for predicted change
of current duty cycle growth @�.

3. Operational Algorithm

The algorithm of operation for the digital converter is shown in Fig.9.
During steady state operation, the delta factor is alternatively increased and
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Fig. 9. Algoritahm of operation
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decreased. When two consecutive "ones" exist, the change of the delta fac-
tor increases K1 times and the direction of the change remains. If such an
increased delta factor causes the unit to reach the output voltage (i.e. the
error signal changes its polarity), the direction of the delta factor change re-
verses and its absolute value decreases to 50%. If there are three consecutive
"ones", delta factor changes K2 times. The longest array that is recorded
consists of four "ones" and that leads to the highest change in the delta
factor.

Digital converters with the adaptive change of the delta factor have a
shorter step-load change recovery time than the digital converters with the
uniform change of the delta factor. On the other hand, the disadvantage of
the adaptive control is that overshoot due to the sudden change of the delta
factor exists. With the uniform delta factor change the overshoot cannot
be higher than one elementary step of the change. However, by proper
selection of the Ki coe�cients, dynamic speci�cations could be changed.
There is always a trade o� between the response time and the overshoot.
The overshoot could be eliminated by using an additional feedback network,
at a price of loosing one of the basic advantages of the described method {
simplicity.

4. Conclusion

This paper describes an approach to the digital generation of the driving
signals for PWM switchmode converters. Drawbacks of the digital convert-
ers with the uniform delta factor change are analyzed. In this paper com-
parative analyses of the classic PWM converter and digital converter with
uniform quantization is presented. The results of comparative analyses are
given in Table 1. The classic PWM converter's dynamic characteristics are
much better than digital converter's with uniform change of delta factor. A
new approach of an adaptive drive signals generation is suggested. The basic
idea of adaptive method is that change of duty cycle's elmentary growth is
in function with value of output voltage error. The greater errors can be
eliminated faster if duty cucle's elementary growth is proportional to the
output voltage's value. There are many topologies of digital converters with
adaptive feedback control. Increasing overvoltage on the output is the result
of decreasing of step load recovery time. So the optimization is necessary.
The feedback gain and frequency characteristics are parameters which must
be included in optimization. The number of bits in memory is also one of
criteria for optimization. This paper is initially one for many papers which
deals with the problems of digital converter with adaptive feedback control.
The digital converter with an adaptive feedback control which is easy for
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realization with better dynamic characteristics than digital converter with
uniform change of delta factor will be �nal result of these researches. The
presented approach is intended for realization in a programmable logic cir-
cuit. This way is simple and reliable con�gurations for the control stage of
the digital converter are easily achievable.
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